Formation and Characterization of Protein Corona Around Nanoparticles: A Review.
Recent years have witnessed unprecedented increase in the use of nanoparticles in various sectors viz. electronics, catalysis, agriculture, textile, cosmetics, bio-medicine, packaging, house-holds and food-associated consumer products. This has led to the inevitable release of nanoparticles into the environment, which can have negative impact on living beings. Humans can also be exposed to these nanoparticles either intentionally or accidently. Nanoparticles can enter in the human body through food chain, inhalation, open wounds, drugs and intravenous injections etc. In majority of these cases, the nanoparticles may pass through the various cell layers, cell sap and finally enter into the blood. Upon interaction with biological fluid, nanoparticles come in close proximity particularly to the proteins present in the fluid. The assembly of proteins surrounding the nanoparticle's surface is called as protein corona and their complex is known as protein-nanoparticle complex. Formation of protein corona is a vibrant and driving process, which plays a pivotal role in the functioning of nanoparticles in biological systems. Moreover, due to interaction of proteins with nanoparticles, conformational changes may occur in the native structure of protein, which may lead to change in the functioning of proteins towards its cellular interaction. The present review provides in-depth knowledge about the formation of protein corona around nanoparticles and the factors regulating this process. Further, it discusses various techniques that can be used for the protein corona analysis and obtaining information about molecular consequences upon nanoparticle's exposure. Finally, the functional aspects of protein-nanoparticle complex have been discussed in detail. In-depth understanding of protein-nanoparticles complex can be instrumental to generate well-suited nanoparticles with desired surface characteristics in the way to biological application.